Because of my long association with the former Yugoslavia, a further obligation hovers over these chapters: how to connect the unfinished tragedy of its violent end with its history, more specifically, with its origins in related but separate peoples and places before the First World War and the search for viability that both state and idea pursued twice, from 1918 to 1941 and again from 1945 to 1991? I took the pursuit of these connections, rather than a more comprehensive history of the two Yugoslavias, as my primary task. Urging me on was the pernicious role played in the former Yugoslavia and the successor states by what the Belgrade historian, Andrej Mitrovic, has aptly called "parahistory," the distortion of selected sources to indict one side or another for all of Yugoslavia's misfortunes. In the Western world, this mixture of contradictory indictments has encouraged the notion of "age-old antagonisms." Although historically false, the notion has still served to deny to the constituent peoples credentials as Europeans and to portray their current conflicts as primordial problems.
This brief book is intended to bring together enough threads from the mass of available evidence, scholarship, and diplomatic reporting to connect the two Yugoslavias with their origins, their strengths with their weaknesses, and their bloody demise with that full historical context. The text hopefully provides fresh analysis or interpretation that scholars will find instructive. It should also speak to the interested public and responsible public officials as well as university students. The times call for a book that is accessible as well as authoritative and xivoriginal. The suggestions for further reading, primarily in English but also in German, point to a body of work that in its entirety is larger than for any country in the former Soviet bloc. The notes acknowledge the sizeable scholarship left behind from all parts of the former Yugoslavia and the record left by instructive reports from the British and American embassies in Belgrade and from Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty in Munich. The notes also seek to identify the conflicting judgments that leave a number of important historical issues, particularly where reliable primary sources are lacking, as with the two world wars, still embroiled in legitimate controversy. The narrative finds its own way through these controversies, reaching conclusions or omitting details that some serious scholars as well as many of those with native experience from the former Yugoslavia will doubtless find controversial in themselves. I have tried to combine my own experience as an outsider there with the broadest scholarly perspective and set of sources I could muster. And I have tried to be fair. The ethnic wars and troubled transitions that have marked the efforts of the successor states to disentangle themselves from those really existing connections have now spanned an entire decade. Their struggles provide the primary justification for this second edition. Its lengthy new chapter on the period 1991-99 records some progress and achievement among the successor states but leaves me with another sad task, with less to celebrate than to lament. In proceeding into these most recent years, I was obliged to rely on sifting through secondary sources and my own observations from a dozen visits to the region during the decade. The primary sources on which historians prefer to rely remain to be fully studied for the first Yugoslavia and fully opened for the second. Despite their near total absence for the 1990s, the toll of dead, displaced, or disconnected even before the recent tragedy in Kosovo is simply too great, the stakes too high for all of Europe and also the United States in preventing more ethnic warfare and in reconnecting all of Southeastern Europe, to avoid facing the challenge of what I have elsewhere called instant history.
xvii Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts in Skopje were also valuable, as were individual meetings there and in Zagreb, Dubrovnik, and Sarajevo. I profitably consulted the newspaper collection at the new Open Society Archives at the Central European University in Budapest. And my special thanks go to Steven Burg, Lenard Cohen, and Charles Ingrao for their comments on an initial draft of the new chapter.
The heavy responsibility for what is said there and elsewhere in this volume remains my own. I have tried to be clearer, if not briefer, about this complex subject which citizens and students seek to understand and about which policy makers have had and still have decisions to make. I have also tried, as the discipline of history demands, to stand back from the conflicting certainties of recent experience remembered, and then used as a path to explain the past. After a decade of dissolution and war, such memories work to deepen ethno-centric divisions across the successor states. And they continue to tempt Western observers with their simplifications. I stand back as well from speaking for the two lost Yugoslavias, let alone encouraging the prospect of a third. I ask only that we seek out the several-sided histories that brought both of them together and broke both of them apart. Neither of them deserves to be left to the single source of recent memory.
